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Abstract 
This work is part of an investigation aiming at experimenting the use of Generalised Stochastic 
Petri Nets to model and to evaluate concurrent applications over their target parallel 
architectures. Former work proposed a modular methodology integrating the modelling and the 
performance evaluation of both sw applications and hw architectures. Its experimentation over 
real case studies pointed out the need to deepen some specific steps of model construction and 
analysis. We here collect the main considerations emerged during the experimentation activity. 
In particular, we discuss the experienced performance metrics and parameter assignment 
criteria; then we focus on the definition and use of a set of quantification indices, which have 
revealed to be suitable to characterise an application in terms of its performance and to support 
its mapping over a parallel architecture. A portion of a case study taken from ENEL R&D 
activity in power plant automation is used to show the usefulness, efficacy and expressiveness 
of the above novelties. Guided by the needs of the industrial final user to which the 
methodology is oriented, keywords of the whole work have been simplicity of use and 
flexibility, aiming at increasing practicability and (re)usability in a wide applicative area. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The strong performance and fault-tolerance requirements imposed by modern automation 
systems and the parallel and distributed solutions proposed to cope with them point out the 
central role now played by the design and performance evaluation activities during the system 
life-cycle. In particular, it reveals to be necessary to integrate performance evaluation since the 
early design phases. With the aim of allowing a performance oriented parallel system design, a 
modular methodology based on Petri Nets (PN) was proposed in Botti and De Cindio (1993) 
integrating modelling and performance evaluation of both sw applications and hw architectures. 
The interest in PN is due to many reasons: they are a formal model suitable to deal with the 
several issues of concurrence, whose cognitive effectiveness has shown to favour user's 
acceptance; experiences and results are known of PN application to support different phases of 
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system development; several computer aided environments are now available to support PN 
models construction and analysis. The adopted GSPN (Generalised Stochastic PN) class of 
nets (Marsan (1992)), supported by the GreatSPN tool (Chiola ( 1987) ). allows to integrate 
formal description, proof of correctness and performance prediction of concurrent and 
distributed systems. Within this PN based design approach a special role is played by the 
modelling of a concurrent application oriented to extract its performance characterisation, i.e. its 
main time related aspects. This has revealed to be useful for obtaining a higher confidence level 
with time critical issues and for guiding the mapping of the application over the target parallel 
architecture. Experimenting the proposed approach over real case-studies (e.g. Botti et al. 
(1995a-b)) pointed out the need to deepen some specific steps of model construction and 
analysis. In particular, we here consider a few topics which are often neglected in research 
activities involving stochastic modelling, showing their relevance to correctly obtain and 
interpret the evaluation results of real-life cases: 1) the definition of the most convenient 
abstraction level, 2) the definition of proper parameter assignment criteria, 3) the selection of 
suitable performance metrics useful to characterise a concurrent application and the congruent 
definition of the corresponding quantification indices. The balance of the paper is as follows. 
We briefly and informally recall GSPN definitions and the adopted (modular) modelling and 
evaluation techniques (§2). We deepen motivations and guidelines followed in defining a basic 
set of performance indices needed to characterise an application, giving their formal definitions 
and discussing their peculiarities (§3). We experienced efficacy, usability and flexibility of the 
evaluation technique and of index definitions on a case-study taken from ENEL R&D activity in 
power plant automation, reporting in §4 a small result selection. 

2 MODELLING AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES: GSPN AND P/R·B 

GSPN have been introduced as a tool to allow the integration of formal description and 
performance evaluation of concurrent systems. While specification and qualitative analysis are 
supported thanks to the underlying untimed PN class (Piaceffransition nets enriched with 
priorities and inhibitor arcs), quantitative analysis is allowed by the explicit representation of 
time within GSPN: a random firing delay with negative exponential pdf is associated with some 
timed transitions, representing the completion time of an activity. The parameter A. of the pdf is 
the mean firing rate oft (therefore A,·l is the mean firing delay). GSPN provide also immediate 
transitions, which fire in zero time and with priority over timed ones, to represent logical or 
time negligible activities. If a marking M enables only timed transitions (in this case Miscalled 
tangible) a race firing policy is adopted: for each transition t, an instance of the associated 
random firing delay is sampled, and a timer is set at this value; while tis enabled, the timer is 
decreased at a (possibly marking dependent) constant speed. When the timer holds zero, 
transition t fires. Resampling or an age memory policy can be equivalently adopted with this 
firing policy, due to the memory less property of exponential pdf. When a marking M enables at 
least one immediate transition (in this case M is called vanishing), a preselection is made, based 
on weights, of one among conflicting immediate transitions with the highest priority. The 
preselected transitions fire concurrently. Immediate transitions are suitable to represent shared 
resource acquisition, enhancing a selection on a purely probabilistic, non temporal, basis. As a 
result of this time representation, a GSPN is isomorphic to a CTMC (Continuous Time Markov 
Chain), for which well known analytical techniques can be applied to compute the distribution 
vector over the state space, either in equilibrium conditions (steady state solution), which is 
guaranteed if the CTMC has one maximal strongly connected component (e.g. if the GSPN is 
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cyclic), or at any arbitrary time instant (transient solution). GSPN have a great advantage w.r.t. 
CTMC in terms of easiness, evocativeness and immediateness, both in model construction and 
evaluation. Besides, the availability of a formal model which supports also qualitative analysis 
(e.g. verification of deadlock freeness, liveness, ... ) plays an important role. Even though 
deterministic models should be preferred to specify real time systems, a probabilistic approach, 
and particularly the markovian one based on the exponential pdf, allows to face with the great 
complexity of real systems, and it is particularly useful when the goal is, as in our intention, a 
performance prediction over design solutions. 

To enhance the effectiveness and (re )usability of GSPN models, we previously defined the 
so called Process/Resource-Box (P/R-B) methodology, which guides their construction and 
use. We first developed, within the Esprit project DEMON, the so called Process-Box (PB) 
(Hopkins et al. (1992)). A PB consists of a labelled net which describes the control flow of a 
process, having two sets of places (entry/exit) and two sets of transitions (input/output), called 
box interfaces, representing the begin/end of the control flow, respectively, the interaction with 
the environment. Elementary PB may be composed by means of their interfaces to represent 
more complex structures. In Best and Koutny (1995) the PB approach evolved in a box-algebra 
based on high level nets allowing a full representation of data. For the purpose of performance 
evaluation we have integrated the basic PB with GSPN, first introducing a simplified 
representation of hw components (the available processors) to compare different OCCAM 
program placements over a target architecture (Botti and De Cindio ( 1992) ), then extending this 
representation to other hw resources (links, memories, busses, ... ), giving rise in Botti and De 
Cindio (1993) to the Resource-Box (RB). Intuitively, aRB of an elementary resource consists 
of a labelled net whose places represent the resource states, provided with a set of transitions 
(called service interfaces) representing the basic services offered by the resource. In terms of 
P/R-B, the mapping of a process over a resource is obtained composing the associated PB and 
RB. Elementary RB may be composed to produce a compound RB (e.g. the RB of a 
Transputer node) offering 'macro services' (e.g. assignments, input, output) to the 
environment (e.g. an OCCAM application). It is worth noting that all the box compositions rely 
on the same net operators (basically place and transition multiplication), applied to box 
interfaces. The PIR-B methodology provides PN with modularity and compositionality, 
enhancing their effectiveness and (re)usability in modelling complex systems. The 
compositional (step-wise) model construction and the related modular analysis, not only allow 
to face with model complexity, they also maintain the original system structure within the 
model, reducing the level of ingenuity requested to the user. 

The experimentation of the above methodology emphasised the key role played within the 
performance analysis by the choices of the parameter assignment criteria and of the abstraction 
level. These heavily depend on the goals of the analysis, on the system complexity, and on the 
availability of performance input data (e.g. hw component data sheets, experimental 
measurements, statistical information ... ). We sketch in the following the basic choices we have 
experienced. Firstly, being the application performance characterisation our main goal, we 
model the sw application in detail, while summarising the hw platform. Secondly, we select the 
more significant application instructions w.r.t. the resource utilisation and we classify them, 
according to the carried out activities, in processing instructions and communication 
instructions. For each class we select a representative instruction, whose real execution time can 
be given as input data, and which is represented as atomic within the model: the assignment of 
an integer variable and the transmission of a single byte. Then we define two counter variables, 
ninstr and nbyte, representing the number of instructions forming an operation burst. We 
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assign to each significant transition a mean firing delay (A. -I) equal to the execution time of the 
proper basic instruction multiplied by the proper burst length counter. Modifying the counter 
values we may vary the model granularity, ranging from single basic instructions to bursts. 
This simple approach allows I) to refer transition timing to known values characterising the 
system (the basic execution time includes hw and sw resources), 2) to move the abstraction 
level, grouping basic instructions into bursts, 3) to make the model parametric w.r.t. burst 
length. Our model therefore represents a variable workload w.r.t. both the total amount of 
operations and the processing/communication ratio (p = nbyte+ninstr) of the application. This 
parametricity is also easily reproducible in the case study (§4), where we compute the values of 
the proposed performance indices varying the stochastic parameters within proper ranges, then 
obtaining figures which guide the application performance characterisation and its mapping. 

3 A FLEXIBLE SET OF STOCHASTIC PERFORMANCE INDICES 

To carry out an appropriate quantitative analysis of concurrent applications one needs to 
evaluate a set of metrics -execution/response time, communication/processing cost, reactivity, 
resource utilisation- covering the multiform issues of distributed computing. GSPN modelling 
technique allows to define several quantification indices with small effort. This is why in 
GSPN literature translating performance metrics into suitable indices has often been considered 
trivial. The experience over real case-studies put instead in evidence some important issues, 
dealt more carefully only in recent works (see Balbo et al. (1992a-b )), that we here deepen: 
I the need of verifying that index definitions match the corresponding metrics (congruence); 
I the need of providing final users of GSPN models, not necessarily experienced with MC 

theory, with a set of indices simple to be specified and used, covering the set of basic 
performance metrics (usability); 
the great convenience to have at disposal indices which are easily adaptable to the features of 
specific concurrent programming languages (flexibility). 
Our effort has been spent in setting up a basic set of indices matching as much as possible 

the above requirements, customising existing index definitions selected from GSPN 
bibliography and introducing new definitions. The adoption of a structured evaluation approach 
ba~ed on PIR-B is a significant contribution of the paper. This approach, leading to an uniform 
representation of sw and hw components, make us confident that the indices here proposed to 
characterise sw could be used, more generally, to analyse distributed systems. We have 
experienced index flexibility over two application domains, OCCAM and MML, characterised 
by synchronous, respectively asynchronous communications. We here restrict our attention to 
the steady-state GSPN solution, more suitable for performance evaluation, omitting for space 
reasons any consideration about the possible applications of the transient solution to 
dependability analysis. We provide also a classification of performance indices which reflects 
their interpretation: indices yielding an absolute (i.e. dimensioned) quantification (§3.1 ); indices 
yielding a relative quantification (expressed in terms of probability) (§3.2); relative indices 
quantifiable as absolute, which we may call absolutised (§3.3). This classification allows to 
carry out a quantitative analysis according to different perspectives. To guide the explanation 
we use a simple example, a cyclic printing spooler that alternatively schedules data coming from 
two processes (a process represents a concurrent unit that can be allocated on a node of a hw 
architecture), whose GSPN model, obtained via the compositional PB approach sketched in §2, 
is depicted in Figure I (where box components are highlighted) together with its pseudo-code 
(in a OCCAM-Iike notation). Notice that a) the PB do not have entry/exit interfaces due to the 
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cyclic structure of the processes and b) the competition for the shared spooler is modelled by 
conflicting immediate transitions. Although a high abstraction level is adopted, most of typical 
issues of distributed computing -concurrence, non determinism, conflicts, synchronisation- are 
represented. The values of unitary processing/communication times (upt/uct) and of the 
counters ninstr/nbyte are arbitrarily set. 

PAR(Pt. SPOOL. P2) 
where 
Pt: P2: 
WHILE(TRUE) WHILE(TRUE) 

SEQ SEQ 
prep_dala(data 1) 
chant ! datal 

SPOOL: 
WHILE(TRUE) 

ALT 
chan 1 ? buffer 

print(buffer) 
chan2 ? buffer 

print(buffer) 

parameter values: 
uct=upt=ninstr= 1; 

nbytechanl •? =1 0; 

nbyte chan2=!? =20; 

prep_data(data2) 
chan2 ! data2 

Figure 1 GSPN model and pseudo-code of a printing spooler. 

Index definitions meet the GreatSPN 1.5 syntax: they are algebraic expressions involving 
P( c I (the probability that a condition c holds, where cis a logical expressions on place marking 
#p) and E( #p} (the expected number of tokens in place p). Since c corresponds to a set (s;} of 

states of the underlying MC, P( c} = Ls; e c 1t;, where 1t; is the ith component of steady state 
distribution vector 1t. We use <ec_(t)> as abbreviation of the enabling condition oft: since in 

our models arcs do not have multiplicity, <e_c(t)> = ( Ap; e •t (#p;>O) ) A (Apje 1h (#pj=O) ), 

where •t, t•, th denote the set of input, output, respectively inhibitor places oft. 

3. 1 Absolute indices 

The absolute indices are based on the throughput of a transition t (thr(t)). that gives the expected 
number of firings oft at the time unit. If tis timed thr(t) = P( <e_c(t)> ) · A~o where 1..1 is the 
firing rate. Throughputs of immediate transitions -automatically computed by GreatSPN- have a 
more complex form which depends on the throughput of timed ones. 
Execution/Response time. The mean execution time of a terminating program, whose PB 
is made cyclic by an auxiliary transition to such that •to and to• are the entry, respectively the 
exit interface of PB, is quantified by the ADTN (Average Delay in Traversing a Net, Botti and 
De Cindio ( 1992)), i.e. by either thr(to)·l - A.o·' or thr(to)- 1, according to whether to is timed or 
immediate. In case of reactive programs previous expressions may be computed over suitable 
transitions, without the need of an auxiliary one, and may be interpreted as a 
response/completion time. 
Absolute costs. Evaluating the amount of communication/processing performed by the 
processes of an application is crucial to optimise its mapping over an hw architecture. The 
communication/processing transitions are easily recognisable in the PB structure: the former 
belong to the 1/0 interfaces, the latter to the internal structure (see Figure I). A definition of 
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communication cost is given in Balbo et al. (1992b): denoting with Tcom(i.j) the set of timed 
transitions obtained by merging the I/0 interfaces of P; and P; PB, this cost is defined as 
A_ com_ cost! (i,j) = LteTcom(iJ) thr(t), and represents the communication frequency between P; 
and Pj. The parameter assignment proposed in §2 allows to define an alternative communication 
cost, which evaluates the amount of bytes transmitted in the time unit between P; and Pj: 

A_com_cost2(i,J) = LteTcom(iJ) thr(t)·nbytet (I) 

In section 3.2 we will put in comparison the different versions of communication cost. 
Denoting with T proc(i) the set of (timed) transitions inside the PB of P; we can analogously 
define the processing cost of P; (representing the mean number of instructions of P; processed 
in the time unit) as A_proc_cost(i) = LteTproc(i) thr(t)·ninstrt. 

3. 2 Relative indices 

A large part of performance indices used in GSPN literature is simply expressed as a 
probability P( c}. Since P( c} may be seen as the fraction of time unit condition c holds, we call 
these indices as relative. 
Relative costs. We first define the relative cost C(T) of an activity represented by a set T of 
transitions, as the probability of executing the activity at steady-state, i.e.: 

C(T) = P( VteT <e_c(t)>} (2) 

The relative processing and communication costs are then obtained instantiating T: 
R_com_cost(i,j) = C(Tcom(iJ)); R_proc_cost(i) = C(Tproc(i)). Let us discuss the communication 
costs so far proposed. A_com_costl works if the length of transmitted messages - nbyte1- is 
constant. For the spooler e.g. (Figure l) A_com_costl(PI, SPOOL) = 0,03l39ms·l, 
A_com_costl(P2, SPOOL)= 0,03ll6ms-1: the difference is negligible in spite of nbytechanl_!? 
= 10 and nbytechan2_!? = 20. This definition i.e. takes into account A) the structural 
interdependencies between processes, but unfortunately not B) the length of communications: if 
the interaction frequency (thr(t)) between processes practically does not depend on the 
stochastic parameter values due to the application symmetry, a variation of nbyte1 is offset by an 
equivalent variation of P( <e_c(t)>} (recall that A.1 is set to [nbyte1·uct]· 1 ). Obviously, 
A_com_cost2 (I) takes into account both A) and B). This is true also for R_com_cost, based 
on (2): in fact P( <e_c(t)>} = [thr(t)·nbyteruct], and we obtain R_com_cost(PI ,SPOOL) = 
0,3139, R_com_cost(P2,SPOOL) = 0,6232, that agrees with the length of the two 
communication instances (which have the same frequency). 

The availability of the parametric form (2) allows several other useful costs to be defined, 
e.g. the communication cost of P; (as C(Tcom(i)), where Tcom(i) = Uj.,;Tcom(i,j)), the 
processing/communication costs of the whole application (as C(U;T proc(i)), respectively 
C(V;Tcom(i))), and the inactivity cost ofP; (as 1-C(Tproc(i)UTcom(i))). 
Relative reactivity. The reactivity is the most important evaluation metrics for cyclic 
programs; it estimates the 'readiness' of a server process Pj to react to requests coming from a 
client P;. In our models we can identify couples of places <req(i,j), avail(j)> -see Figure 2(a)
that represent the queuing of requests sent by P; to Pi respectively the availability of Pi' An 
intuitive reactivity index, proposed in Balbo et al. (1992b), is the probability of having a 
request waiting for Pi i.e. P( #req(i,j)>O } . This quantification is strictly related to the arrival 
rate of requests: if it were very low, we should obtain a low probability, improperly meaning a 
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high reactivity. A partial solution is based on net reduction depicted in Figure 2(b), possible 
(i.e. leading to a stochastically equivalent model) when no immediate transition is in conflict 
with acquire_j (Chiola et al. (1991)): the reactivity index we propose (3) evaluates the readiness 
of the server given that some requests have been made: 

R = P{#avail(i)>O 1\ #req(iJ)>O} + P{#req(iJ)>O} (3) 

Definition (3) works because it considers service rate when some tokens (i.e. requests) are 
in req(i,j) place (notice that for the GSPN in Figure 2(a) expression (3) holds always zero, 
since the simultaneous marking of req(iJ) and avail(i) is vanishing). Unfortunately, we cannot 
do the previous reduction when Pj is a shared resource (e.g. in Figure I, where Pj corresponds 
to SPOOL). We overcome this restriction in §3.3, giving an absolute reactivity definition. 

ovalO) 
req(i.j) 

ustng_j 

Figure 2 (a) Interaction between a server and a client; (b) its structural reduction. 

Resource utilisation. Thanks to PIR-B approach it results very easy to define and compute 
an important performance index as resource utilisation, where resource may equivalently be hw 
or sw. If, as in our models, a place res_i is associated with ith resource (#res_i = 0: resource 
busy; #res_i = 1: resource idle), the ith resource utilisation is given by P{#res_i=O}: the spooler 
utilisation (Figure 1), e.g. is P{#SP.avaii=O}. More generally, if place res_i represents a set of 
n resources of kind i, then the mean utilisation (MU) of a resource (of kind i) is defined as: 

MU = (n-E{ #res_i })+n (4) 

3. 3 Absolutised indices 

A relative quantification of performance metrics is surely suitable for characterising a concurrent 
application. Nevertheless, an absolute interpretation of such relative metrics often reveals to be 
profitable, and sometimes necessary. 
Absolutised costs. It is very simple to give an absolute version of the parametric cost (2) in 
case of terminating programs. We define the absolutised cost C3 (T) as: 

Ca(T) = C(T)·ADTN (5) 

Ca(T) evaluates the fraction of mean execution time spent by a program in the activity 
represented by T. As usual, we obtain the processing/communication costs by instantiating T. 
We have selected from the bibliography on Markovian models a more transparent and general 
way of quantifying the absolutised costs. Let c be a condition holding on a set of markings of 
an ergodic GSPN A, Q the infinitesimal generator of the underlying MC, £. the 
(complementary) set of states where c does not hold. Using simple linear algebra it is possible 
to compute the expected time c holds, denoted in Ciardo and Trivedi ( 1991) (where we demand 
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for more details) as ILA(c)-1• It is: IJ.A{c)- 1 = (l:s;ec 1t;) + (l:s;ec, s;e£ 1t; · Q;.;). A congruent 
definition of absolutised cost of an activity (represented by T) will therefore be: 

C'a(T) = 11A(<ec_( T )>)"1 (6) 

The absolutised communication cost of SPOOL process -Figure I- e.g. is 
llA(<ec_({chanl_!?, chan2_!?} )>)"1, and represents the fraction of cycle time spent by the 
spooler in communication. Since the computation of llA(c)-1 requires an explicit knowledge of 
the underlying MC, it becomes practically unmanageable for GSPN of mean dimensions. We 
aim at enriching GreatSPN to automatically compute 11A(c)"1from a net level specification of c. 
Absolutised reactivity. To give an absolute reactivity we have to compute the average delay 
in traversing a subnet (here called LADTN, i.e. Local ADTN), defined in Marsan (1989) as 
extension of LITTLE formula to GSPN. Let SN = (P', T', ... )be a subnet of a GSPN A= (P, 
T, ... )and P;n, Tout be the set of input places, respectively of output transitions of SN (the 
interfaces: P;n = {peP': •pn (T -T')* 0}; Tout= {teT': t•n P'= 0 1\ t•nP:;t 0 }); LADTNsN is 
the ratio between the expected number of tokens traversing SN and the mean output token flow: 

LADTNsN = (l:pep• E{#p}) + (l:teTout thr(t)) (7) 

The LADTN has a meaning if the paths in which we are interested can be located and a fixed 
ratio exists between the number of tokens entering SN and the firings of output transitions. 
Checking these conditions is generally difficult due to the complexity of real system models. 
This is why formula (7) is practically never used. The only exception known to the authors is 
the decomposition methodology of large GSPN, based on LADTN, given in Murray and Li 
(1991), where subnets must be Marked Graphs and connected with the context only through 
their interfaces (Vte T': •tr~ (P-P') = 0). We are interested in computing LADTN of subnets 
not necessarily limited to the previous restrictions. The location of interesting paths is made 
easier by the box structure, where box places represent states of a process. To formally check 
the token flow conservation, we put some structural restrictions on SN (orthogonal w.r.t. 
Murky and Lie (1991)), not limiting the usability ofLADTN as reactivity index: 

'v"teT-T': (•tn P' = 0) A (t•n P'-P;n= 0) {8) 'v"teTout: t•nP' = 0 (9) 
('v"te T'-Tout : Jt•n P'l = J•tn P'l = 1 A (t• n •t n P')= 0) 1\ ('v"te Tout : J•tn P'l = I) ( 10) 

Above conditions assure that (8) tokens traversing SNare not diverged to the outside and 
from the outside no token is put into SN but into input places, {9) the output transitions of SN 
let only tokens leave, (10) locally the firing of every transition of SN takes one token from a 
place of SN and put it into a different one. Moreover, to make the LADTN interpretation really 
clear, we assume that IPinl =I. If in so formed SN there is no cyclic chain Pkltkl· ··Pkl (tk; eT', 
Pk; e •tk; nP') which does not belong to any traversing chain Pin ... tout• (PinE Pin• loutE Tout). 
every token entering SN leaves it via Tout. but for external interactions. Let us consider again 
the Figure 1. The dashed subnet SN 1 we are interested in is composed by the input place 
Pl.waiting and the output transition il, and meets conditions (9-11); LADTNsN1 correctly 
evaluates the spooler reactivity towards PI, representing the waiting time of a request before 
being scheduled, once it has arrived in place Pl. waiting. For the assigned transition rates we 
obtain LADTNsN1 = E{#Pl.waiting} + thr(il) = 2.085(ms). 

By means of LADTN it is possible to give an absolute evaluation of reactivity (and similar 
metrics) even when there is competition for shared resources. Structureness of box approach 
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and checks on subnet structure can help inexpert users towards a correct LADTN specification, 
otherwise enough complex. We are actually trying to adapt formula (7) to SN not conserving 
the token flow (for which (8) does not hold), that should furthermore enhance the LADTN 
usability, for the computation of metrics which are not related to the reactivity. 

4 EXPERIMENTING EVALUATION TECHNIQUES ON MML 

The MML language (Multi Micro Language) and the related MME environment (TxT (1993)) 
have been developed during the early 80s with the financial contribution of ENEL-CRA, as an 
integrated programming environment for the development of sw applications in the field of real 
time distributed plant automation systems. The language is based on the Pascal ANSI in its 
sequential part, provided with primitives to express communication and synchronisation 
between processes. MML programs are a fixed set of concurrent processes, called sequences. 
Each sequence may contain local, remote and interrupt procedures synchronising both on 
Boolean conditions, by RETEST statements, and on queues, by WAIT and SIGNAL 
statements. Sequences communicate between each other via Remote Procedure Call (RPC). We 
selected a testing MML program, including the essential features of the language, and a target 
two-processor architecture to experiment the proposed evaluation technique. Our goal is here 
mainly to experience usability and flexibility of the proposed indices w.r.t. a specific 
framework. The program is composed by six sequences: a Driver, a Monitor, a Dispatcher and 
three Receivers. The Driver accepts characters coming from the keyboard (via an interrupt 
procedure), and makes them available to the Monitor, which collects the characters into arrays 
of a prefixed length via RPC to the Driver. Messages are transferred from the Monitor to the 
Dispatcher (via RPC), and then are distributed to one of the Receivers (via RPC to Newdata 
procedure) for the processing; the Main and Newdata procedures of Receivers synchronise on a 
semaphored queue. Concurrence is mainly present among the processing activities of the 
Receivers. The target hw (still significant within the ENEL plant automation, in spite of its old 
processors) is composed by two processing units, based on a DEC LSill/73 (PUI) and, 
respectively, a Motorola MC68010 (PU2) microprocessor, provided with a local memory and 
an internal bus. These are connected by a (9600 baud) serial link. 

For space reasons we only sketch the construction steps of Receiver[ I] GSPN model 
(Figure 3). Dashed lines point out the PB of Newdata and Main procedures (letters A and B) 
and the RB associated with the queue pseudo variable (C) and the mutex resource (D) (a 
mechanism implicit in MML to guarantee the proper execution of each sequence procedure). 
Except for box D, each component model is obtained from the program code, starting from the 
PB of elementary language constructs, through the sequential composition rules. According to 
the approach adopted in Balbo eta!. (1992a), data representation is limited to the control 
variables (the queue pseudo-variable). As concerns the control flow, we explicitly model the 
wait/signal primitives, as they represent local synchronisation, and the begin/end instructions, 
as they represent synchronisation via RPC with the Dispatcher sequence. The remaining 
instructions are collapsed into single transitions (with post fix til· The whole model in Figure 3 
is obtained applying the parallel composition rule to A, B, C, D boxes. Table I reports the 
meaning of timed transition of Figure 3 and their firing rates. Immediate transitions represent, 
as usual, the competition for shared resources (e.g. the sequence mutual exclusion). The 
planned performance analysis aims at characterising the application by the comparison of three 
different configurations over the target architecture. For that, as sketched in §2, we have 
selected the transitions more significant w.r.t. resource utilisation, recognisable in Table I from 
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the parametric firing rates. Defaull firing rates have been assigned to remaining transitions. The 

parametricity w .r.t. A. (the interrupt frequency), ninstr, nbyte makes it possible to study a 

program class, enhancing the representativeness of the modelled workload. 

Receiver sequence 
queue semaphore; 
deferred ind: integer; 
var bufstring: str; 

procedure newdata (word: str); 
begin 

bufstring := word; 
signal (semaphore); 

end; 

begin rmain *I 
repeat 

if (ind = 1) then 
.. ./*processing by rec. 1 */ 
if {lnd = 2) then 
.. ./*processing by rec. 2*/ 
if (ind = 3) then 
.. ./*processing by rec. 3 */ 
wait (semaphore); 
.. ./*processing of message*/ 

until (false) 
end. 

r in the main of Dispatcher sequence*/ 
.. ./*collecting data; selecting a Rec. *I 
call receiver{ind].newdata(word); 

A B 

ain.t2 

re1.main.WAIT re1.nd_begin_mtx 

Figure 3 Code and corresponding GSPN model of Receiver sequence. 
receiver1 _sched 

Table 1 Description of Figure 3 

Name 
re l .nd_begin 
re l.nd.tl 
re l .nd.SIGNAL/decr 
rel.nd.SIGNAL/empty 
rel.nd_end 
re l .main.t I 
rel.main.WAIT 
re l .main.t2 

Meaning 
synchronisation Rec.-Disp. by RPC 
generic processing by newdata 
effective signal on semaphore 
signal on empty semaphore 
end of remote procedure newdata 
generic processing by main 
queuing of main on semaphore 
processing of a received message 

Firing Rate (fl.s·l ) 
( co+uct· n byte+c 1 ) ·I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(upt·ninstr )· I 

The considered configurations are: all the sequences allocated on PU I (C I); the Driver, 

Receiver[ I), Receiver[2) allocated on PU I, the remaining sequences on PU2 (C2); the Monitor 
and all the Receivers on PUI , the remaining sequences on PU2 (C3 ). The model of a 

configuration is obtained composing the PB of the application together with the simplified RB 

of hw resources, exactly as done with the Main and Newdata PB and with the mutex RB 

(Figure 3). Every significant transition is properly refined on the basis of employed resources 

(see Botti and Capra (1996)). We report only a small selection of numerical results obtained 

with GreatSPN1.5, focusing on the relative Processing Cost of Receiver[ I) (PCR), which is 
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defined by C(T proc(Receiver[t))) (2), replacing the process concept by that of sequence (PCR = 
P{<e_c(rel.nd.tl)> v <e_c(rel.main.tl)> v <e_c(rel.main.t2)>}). PCR evaluates the whole 
system performance: the more it is high, the more the system accomplishes useful work. Figure 
4 represents PCR in Cl, C2 and C3 as a function of ninstr (in logarithmic scale), for a fixed A. 
and for several p (nbyte+ninstr) values, which characterise the workload a~ CPU-bound (low p 
values) or I/O-bound (high p values). Figure 4 points out some expected common behaviours, 
useful for a first validation of the model: PCR grows with ninstr and is higher for CPU
bounded than for I/O-bounded workloads. Instead single curves follow a quite different trend. 
For very high interrupt frequencies (A.= IQ-2J.IS-1, Figure 4(a)} the processing performed in Cl 
is much more than in C2 andC3 (the distributed configurations): C I is undoubtedly the 'best' 
configuration in this case, that means for high interrupt frequencies the serial link bottleneck 
prevents the parallelism among sequences from being exploited. Instead if we consider an 
intermediate frequency (A.= I0-411s-t, Figure 4(b)) we note the existence of a threshold 
workload over which C2 and C3 produce more useful work than Cl (the frequency A.=IQ-~s-1 
is particularly meaningful since it is closely related to input data rate of high-voltage electricity 
substations). Notice that, in spite of A. grows of several magnitude orders when passing from 
Figure 4(b} to Figure 4(a}, the maximum PCR values remain nearly the same (about 0,31), 
meaning that there is a threshold interrupt frequency for the considered sw architecture over 
which the system performances deteriorate. Therefore not only the target hw, but also the sw 
architecture, due to the strong interdependencies among the sequences, cannot efficiently 
manage high interrupt arrival rates. This performance characterisation is confirmed in Botti and 
Capra (1996), where other interesting metrics are evaluated using the definitions given in §3, 
e.g. the communication costs of the sequences and the reactivity to an interrupt request. 

Cl P=0.03 ~ 

,_...--- Cl .,.0.3 

CIP-3 
C2 .,.0.03 
C3 .,.O.oJ 
C3 .,.0.3 
C3P=3 

b::::::::::=-..~--~===:=;:==::=:::.g ::g.3 

Figure 4 PCR (a) A. =JQ-211s-1 

Cl P=().03 

C2 P-().03 

C2P=().3 
C3 

Cl P=().J 

(b) A. =JQ-411s·l ( 10 -log x- 106; 0 -y- 0,32) 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

This paper reports the application of a modular GSPN based modelling and evaluation 
technique in the field of plant automation, guided by industrial practicability and usability. A set 
of performance indices is defined to characterise an application and it is experimented on a case
study. Interesting evolutions follow the line of integrating the exponential probabilistic 
evaluation with non exponential or deterministic ones, adopting a mixed model which allows to 
suitably describe timing constraints of critical components. Since the solution of such mixed 
models has often shown to be impracticable, an integrated approach will benefit of the proposed 
PIR-B modularity and compositionality to separately analyse probabilistic and deterministic 
submodels, then reusing the obtained partial results in a simplified global model (e.g. on the 
line of Botti and De Cindio (1993)). 
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